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WSL ANNOUNCES FOUNDERS’ CUP OF SURFING EVENT FOR MAY 2018
- MICHELOB ULTRA PURE GOLD SPONSORS FIRST PUBLIC EVENT AT SURF RANCH FACILITY

- CO-ED REGION VERSUS REGION TEAMS EVENT WITH WORLD’S BEST SURFERS

- REGISTER FOR PRE-SALE TICKETS AT WSLFOUNDERSCUP.COM

Caption: Six-time WSL Champion Stephanie Gilmore will lead Team Australia at the inaugural Founders' Cup of Surfing event at the
Kelly Slater Wave Co Surf Ranch. 
Credit: © WSL /  Morris
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LOS ANGELES, California/USA (Monday, February 26, 2018) – The World Surf League
(WSL) today announced the Founders’ Cup of Surfing presented by Michelob ULTRA Pure Gold,
a historic region-versus-region teams event featuring a cross-section of the world’s best surfers
to be held at Surf Ranch in Lemoore, CA from May 5 - 6, 2018. 

Five teams - USA, Brazil, Australia, Europe and World -  made up of men’s and women’s surfers
from the elite WSL Championship Tour, will compete over the two-day event at the world-class,
man-made wave venue of Surf Ranch in Lemoore, California. The competition will be hosted
against a festival backdrop honoring the culture of surfing - food, music, beverage, art and
special guests will all be on site for enjoyment.

“This technology has captured the imagination of the global surfing community and created a
number of new opportunities for the WSL,” Sophie Goldschmidt, WSL CEO, said. “The Founders’
Cup of Surfing will be the organization’s first public event at the facility and we’re very excited to
showcase the wave and the world’s best surfers through this unique team format in May.”

The Surf Ranch facility, which was revealed online to the public in December 2015, boasts the
best man-made wave in history - a 700-yard, high-performance, bi-directional wave featuring
barrel sections and maneuver sections. Primarily existing as a testing facility, the Lemoore site
has spent the past two years dialing in the technology under the guidance of 11-time WSL
Champion Kelly Slater (USA) and feedback from visiting WSL surfers. A private test event last
September proved very successful, paving the way for the May Founders’ Cup of Surfing to be
the first time the public will be allowed onto the grounds.

The Founders’ Cup of Surfing will see the men and women competing alongside one another in
the team format, a first for WSL events that will add a new dimension to surf competition. The
teams will be made up of three men and two women from each region, and the five-person
teams will compete against one another throughout the course of the two-day event.

Kelly Slater (USA), 11-time WSL Men’s Champion, will lead the US men’s and women’s team at
the Founders’ Cup. Although still recovering from a foot injury suffered last year in South Africa,
Slater is eager to rehabilitate in time to compete in the Founders’ Cup.

“Surf Ranch and the wave system are obviously special to me and it’s really exciting to see it
come online for the public in 2018, first with the Founders’ Cup and then with Surf Ranch Open,”
Slater said. “As someone who has competed in probably every competition format there is, the
Founders’ Cup region-versus-region, co-ed format is really intriguing to me. I think May is going
to be a great showcase for the world’s best surfers at the facility.”

Stephanie Gilmore (AUS), six-time WSL Women’s Champion, has been one of the standouts at
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the testing facility throughout the past year and the 30-year-old natural-footer will lead the
Australian team at the Founders’ Cup this year.

“The facility and the wave at Surf Ranch is amazing,” Gilmore said. “It’s such a fun wave to surf
and really high-performance. Having it come online to complement our ocean-based events in
2018 is really exciting and I’m looking forward to leading the Australia team at the Founders’ Cup
in May.”

Gabriel Medina (BRA), 2014 WSL Men’s Champion and last season’s world runner-up, was
victorious at last year’s test event at the Surf Ranch facility and the 24-year-old Brazilian will lead
his South American colleagues at the venue in May.

“Leading the Brazil team at the Founders’ Cup in May is a real honor,” Medina said. “We have so
much talent in Brazil on both the men’s and women’s side that I think we will be in a strong
position to do well in the inaugural teams event.”

Johanne Defay (FRA), perennial threat on the WSL Women’s Championship Tour, has been
one of the standouts throughout the 2017 training sessions at the facility. Defay will Captain the
European squad at the Founders’ Cup.

“The Surf Ranch wave is so fun!” Defay said. “I was pumped when we heard that there would be
a CT at the wave this year and now the Founders’ Cup. Team Europe will have some rippers on
there for sure.”
 
Jordy Smith (ZAF), universally-regarded as one of the most progressive and powerful surfers
on the planet, will captain the five-person World Team this May.

“Being able to captain the World Team is a real honor,” Smith said. “Our respective countries
may not have the same numbers at the elite level as USA, Brazil and Australia, but we are able
to draw from a huge talent pool. I’m frothing on the team aspect. It should be really exciting.”

Tickets will be available for sale starting March 12. Registration for pre-sale tickets can be found
at WSLFoundersCup.com. 

The Founders’ Cup of Surfing presented by Michelob ULTRA Pure Gold in May will be the first
public event held at the facility. The Surf Cup Open, a men’s and women’s Championship Tour
event, is scheduled for September 2018.

Presenting sponsor, Michelob ULTRA Pure Gold, is made with sustainably sourced organic
grains and features ingredients free from artificial colors and flavoring. Michelob ULTRA Pure
Gold was born from a commitment to innovate using ingredients and inspiration from nature. 

Led by reigning two-time WSL Champions John John Florence (HAW) and Tyler Wright
(AUS), the first event of the 2018 WSL Championship Tour will be the Quiksilver and Roxy Pro
Gold Coast in Australia from March 11 – 22, 2018.

http://wslfounderscup.com/


For more information, please visit WorldSurfLeague.com. 
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About WSL 
The World Surf League (WSL) is dedicated to celebrating the worldʼs best surfing on the
worldʼs best waves through a variety of best-in-class audience platforms. The League,
headquartered in Santa Monica, is a global sport with regional offices in Australasia, Africa,
North America, South America, Hawaii, Japan and Europe.

The WSL has been championing the world's best surfing since 1976, annually running in
excess of 180 global events across the Men's and Women's Championship Tours, the Big
Wave Tour, Qualifying Series, Junior and Longboard Championships, as well as the WSL Big
Wave Awards. The League possesses a deep appreciation for the sport's rich heritage while
promoting progression, innovation and performance at the highest levels, and in doing so
crowns the undisputed world champions in Menʼs, Womenʼs across all divisions within the
tour.

Showcasing the world's best surfing on its digital platform at WorldSurfLeague.com as well as
the free WSL app, the WSL has a passionate global fan base with millions tuning in to see
world-class athletes like Tyler Wright, John John Florence, Paige Alms, Kai Lenny, Taylor
Jensen, Honolua Blomfield, Mick Fanning, Stephanie Gilmore, Kelly Slater, Carissa Moore,
Gabriel Medina, Courtney Conlogue and more battle on the most unpredictable and dynamic
field of play of any sport in the world.
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